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ABSTRACT 
A lunar  o r b i t  determinat ion program (Osculating 
Lunar Elements Program - OLEP) has been developed t h a t  
r ep resen t s  perturbed v e h i c l e  motion by time-varying o r b i t a l  
elements. The program es t ima tes  per turb ing  e f f e c t s  of non- 
c e n t r a l  g rav i ty  anomalies, s o  t h e  concept does no t  r e l y  on 
any assumed lunar  g r a v i t y  model. 
Doppler t r ack ing  d a t a  from t h e  lunar  o r b i t s  of 
Lunar O r b i t e r  1x1, Apollo 8 ,  10 ,  11, and 1 2  missions have 
been processed, and t h e  r e s u l t s  a r e  presented. The solu- 
t i o n s  obtained from these  d a t a  show OLEP t o  be e f f e c t i v e  f o r  
use i n  luna r  navigat ion and o r b i t  p red ic t ion .  A comparison 
between OLEP and one c u r r e n t  standard technique,  shows OLEP 
propagation e r r o r s  smal ler  by a  f a c t o r  of 2.5 o r  more. 
T h i s  concept shows p o t e n t i a l  f o r  a p p l i c a t i o n  t o  
f u t u r e  Apollo missions and t o  deep space missions involving 
p l a n e t s  whose g r a v i t y  f i e l d s  a r e  not  wel l  known. 
I V .  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Satellite motion in a central force field is uniquely 
specified by six integration constants. Geometrically, these 
constants are usually interpreted as the classical Kepler 
elements (a, e, Q ,  w, I, To) . For the case of motion in a 
non-central gravity field, the Kepler elements become coupled 
functions of time. 
Veis and ~oore' suggested that, for non-central 
motion, each of the orbital elements be represented as an in- 
dependent time function. This representation has been used in 
the Osculating Lunar Elements Program (OLEP), which was 
developed for lunar parking orbits. This program provides 
estimates for the constant and time-dependent parts of each 
element. OLEP determines the perturbing effects of the non- 
central field and hence does not rely on any assumed lunar 
gravity model. 
Doppler tracking data acquired during the Lunar 
Orbiter 111 and all the lunar Apollo missions have been 
processed. Examples of orbit determinations obtained from 
these data are presented to illustrate the effectiveness of 
OLEP. A comparison is also presented between a conventional 
orbit determination program and OLEP. 
This report presents the theory and equations that 
constitute OLEP. 
MATHEMATICAL THEORY 
The long-period time dependence induced in each of 
the orbital elements by a non-central gravity field is given 
by the Variation of Parameters Equations: 2 
where s is a six-vector composed of the Kepler orbital state. 
The equations are a set of six non-linear, coupled, ordinary 
differential equations. In general, closed form solutions to 
these equations are not obtainable. Since the non-central 
effects are extremely small compared to the central body term, 
solutions to these equations can be sought using perturbation 
methods. 
If an analytic quadrature is performed on each 
Variation of Parameters Equation, a set of integral equations 
results : 
The kernels, or forcing functions, appearing in this equation 
are non-separable, non-linear functions that can be categorized 
in two types: 3 
1. Z(s,t) = g(s)  (autonomous) 
- - - - 
2. Z(s,t) = h(s) sin molt + k(s) cos mat 
m=1,2,. . . 
where a is the rotational rate of the gravitating body 
(1/28 rev/day for the moon). The first kernel corresponds 
to radius- and latitude-dependent perturbations (zonal terms), 
and the second corresponds to radius-, latitude-, and longi- 
tude-dependent perturbations (tesseral and sectorial terms). 
If it is assumed that for periods of about 24 hours the magni- 
tude of variation in the Kepler - - elements of a satellite is 
small, then g ( s )  , 6 (8)  , and k (s) can each be assumed constant. 
Solutions to equations possessing autonomous kernels 
have the following simple form: 
These solutions have the linear properties of secular varia- 
tions. 
Using the same time approximation made previously, 
solutions for non-autonomous kernels can be given as follows: 
- - 
s(t) = s (t o ) -i- Cl(to) sin mai(t-to) + c2(to) cos ma(t-to) ( 4 )  
- 
where E l #  c2, and c j  are constants. 
If the period of time (t-to) is smaller than the 
period of the harmonic perturbing term, then this solution 
can be expanded in a truncated Taylor Series: 
- - 
where no, Al, A2, etc. are constants. For the time periods 
under consideration, OLEP has been configured so that eighteen 
such series terms can be estimated. Classical short-period 
variations are not modeled by the solutions given in equations 
(3) and (5). 
Two typical osculating elements (for example, ~ ( t )  
and e(t)) can be represented by the following functional forms: 
~ ( t )  = " + alt (secular variation) 
( 6 )  
e(t) = eo + elt + e2t2 + e3t3 (secular and long-period variation). 
The terms no, " 1 '  eo, elf e2' and e3 are examples of solution 
parameters that can be estimated during the orbit determination. 
The perturbing effects of the sun and earth are implicit in 
the estimates of the time-varying parameters. 
111. DOPPLER OBSERVABLE MODEL 
Earth-based angle, range, and Doppler measurements 
are taken during lunar parking orbits. At lunar distances, 
the instrumentation limitations associated with angle measure- 
ments and ephemeris errors associated with range data make 
both of these data types less useful than Doppler. OLEP has 
been structured to model and reduce only Doppler data. 
A 
The Doppler observation (A) is a scalar quantity 
that is a function of the selenocentric vehicle state, the 
relative earth/moon configuration and the tracking station 
position and rotational velocity. During the orbit determina- 
tion only estimates of the vehicle state are refined. 
The vehicle state in lunar orbit is defined using 
low-eccentricity orbital elements (a, e .C = e cos w ,  es = e sin w, 
R, I, m = M + u). This element set eliminates the singularity 
associated with nearly circular orbits. The indeterminacy 
associated with equatorial orbits is removed by defining the 
low-eccentricity elements in a special selenocentric coordinate 
system (Z) which represents any orbit as a near-polar orbit. 
This transformation is accomplished by rotating the initial 
A .  
estimate ( X I  ?) of selenocentric state at epoch through two 
A A 
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Since the original estimates for D and I are assumed near 
their converged values, this transformation is performed only 
once prior to the data reduction. 
The semi-major axis does not appear as an explicit 
solution parameter in OLEP. The estimate for the linear 
portion of the (M + u)  angle, m(t) = m o + mlt, is used to 
imply a corresponding semi-major axis (Kepler 's third law) : 
The orbital state of the vehicle at time ti is found by 
evaluating the element functions. This orbital state is 
converted to the special selenocentric state, and i, using 
the classical equations4 (Appendix I). The special seleno- 
centric state is transformed into the selenocentric state 
as follows: 
The vehicle state in selenocentric coordinates is 
translated to earth-centered inertial coordina'tes, Y, in the 
following manner: (2, X, Xe, and Xe have been corrected to 
account for speed of light delay.) 
e 
where Xe and Xe are the position and velocity of the moon's 
center with respect to that of the earth, Ys and Ys are the 
geocentric position and velocity of the earth-based tracker. 
A 
The estimated observable, A ,  is expressed in terms of the 
earth-centered vehicle state5 (Appendix 11) : 
h = h ( Y ,  $) 
At any time ti, the estimated observable h (ti) can be formu- 
lated without an assumed lunar gravity field or integrated 
equations of motion. 
IV. LEAST SQUARES ALGORITHM 
Orbit determination and estimation are accomplished 
using a weighted least squares algorithm. This technique 
minimizes the error squared or residual obtained from processing 
k observations by differentially correcting n solution para- 
meters ( a . 1  as follows: 
3 
r k 1 k 
where Ah(ti) = h(ti) - h(ti) 
In this expression Aa is the differential correction vector 
(n x 1). J(ti) is a row vector (1 x n) containing the partial 
derivatives of the observable with respect to the parameters 
T being estimated (evaluated at time ti), J is the transpose of 
the J vector, W(ti) is the reciprocal variance of the observable 
(assumed constant), X(t.) is the observation at ti, and 
h 1 
h(ti) is the estimated observable at time ti. 
A typical entry to the J vector (consider the case 
of R(t) = R0 + Rlt ) is found using the chain rule for differen- 
tiable functions: 
a x  are the partial derivatives of a and - In this expression q 
ati ax, 
1 the observable with respect to the selenocentric state, and 
axi -1 J 
-7 are partial derivatives (the M matrix) of the selenocentric 
a z j a z 
state with respect to the special selenocentric state, & and 
a z  
are partial derivatives of the special selenocentric state 
a0 - -~ 
with respect to the orbital element in question (longitude of 
an is the partial deriva- the ascending node in this case), and - 
tive of the orbital element with respect to the parameter to 
be estimated. Each partial derivative appearing in Equation (13) 
is evaluated at every time tk over the data interval. All 
partial derivatives used in Equation (13) are analytically 
obtained and are given in Appendix 111. 
The equation representing the differential correction 
scheme, Equation 12, is a linearization of a non-linear equa- 
tion and consequently must be solved iteratively. The processing 
of k observations and the resulting set of differential cor- 
rections, {Acti), constitute one computing iteration. The 
-1 
convergence criterion for two successive iterations is as fol- 
lows : 
where 6 is a small positive number and (K-1) and (K) 
designate the ( K - 1 )  and (K) computing iterations. 
V. DATA ANALYSIS 
Various tests were made to determine the optimum 
data span to use for OLEP solutions. The results attained 
by fitting one front side pass of data fulfilled the residual 
minimization criterion but possessed poor prediction capa- 
bilities. An analysis of correlations among solution parameters 
of a one-pass solution indicated that insufficient orbital 
period and time-varying information was contained in this data 
span. Results showed that an optimum solution, in terms both 
of fit and prediction, can only be attained when two or more 
passes of data are used. This seems to be the chief limitation 
of the method. 
Data from four lunar orbits, Lunar Orbiter 111, 
Apollo 10, 11, and 12 were selected to demonstrate the fit 
and prediction capabilities of OLEP. (Data analysis from the 
Apollo 8 mission is not presented. The vehicle was venting 
propulsively for almost all the tracking passes, so the data 
are not representative of free flight.) In each case presented, 
the solution was obtained by fitting two consecutive front 
side passes of data. The propagation quality of each solution 
was assessed by predicting the Doppler for the next two consecutive 
passes of data. The parameter set used for Lunar Orbiter 111, 
Apollo 10 and 12 data consists of the following terms: 
For the case of Apollo 11 data, R1 was deleted from the para- 
meter set since it became highly correlated with other terms. 
In all cases the addition of the linear inclination term, 11, 
led to growth in the Doppler residuals. This condition reflects 
an insensitivity in the data to this parameter. Quadratic and 
higher order terms were not included in the solution set since, 
for the time periods involved (approximately 8 hours), secular 
and long-period variations are almost identical. The errors 
associated with each two-pass fit/two-pass propagation are shown 
in Figures 1 and 2. In each case the residuals manifested no 
growth between fit and prediction intervals. These errors are 
systematic and contain a harmonic with an amplitude of 0.8 fps 
peak-to-peak and a period about one-fourth the orbital period. 
These intra-period residuals are characteristic of short-period 
variations not modeled in OLEP. 
In order to evaluate OLEP further, orbit determinations 
were performed using longer data intervals. Two ten-pass tracking 
intervals were used, one from Apollo 11 and one from Apollo 12. 
Experimental analysis showed, for both Apollo 11 and 12 data, 
that the secular and long-period variations in the orbital 
elements were best represented by a solution set containing the 
following twelve parameters: 
The linear inclination term was again excluded from the solu- 
tion set since it became highly correlated with the orbital 
motion term, ml. Doppler errors associated with these longer 
solutions (see Figure 3) exhibit the same short-period varia- 
tions and are about the same amplitude as those of the two pass 
solutions. 
VI. COMPARISON WITH STANDARD METHODS -
The lunar orbit determination program used by Mission 
Control Center (MCC) during the Apollo missions is also a 
weighted least squares estimator. In it, the vehicle dynamics 
are modeled using integrated rectangular equations of motion 
based on an assumed lunar gravity field. Presently, the L-1 
field is considered best and comparisons between OLEP results 
and MCC results are of interest. The L-1 orbit determinations 
were performed using one pass of tracking data, since MCC 
analysis has shown this is the optimum data interval for use 
with this Doppler residuals from two different L-1 
one pass fits and the associated two pass predictions are 
shown in Figure 4. These residuals are also systematic: a 
comparison between OLEP and L-1 two pass predictions shows the 
L-1 errors are about 2.5 times larger in magnitude (peak-to- 
peak) . 
Both with OLEP and with conventional programs, the 
weighted least squares process used contains the effect of 
the incomplete mathematical representation for the lunar field. 
Qne cannot judge quality of orbit determination only on 
smallness of residuals in the fit zone: the incompleteness 
of the mathematical models makes it mandatory also to judge 
the ability to propagate. 
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
An orbit determination program has been developed 
for lunar orbits. The orbital state of the vehicle is repre- 
sented by time-varying functions. This program estimates the 
effects of non-central gravity anomalies without relying on 
an assumed gravity model or integrated equations of motion. 
Doppler tracking data from the Lunar Orbiter 111, 
Apollo LO, 11 and 12 missions have been processed, and results 
are presented to demonstrate the OLEP concept. Solutions were 
obtained by fitting tracking data from the lunar front side of 
two consecutive revolutions. Doppler errors (0.8 fps peak- 
to-peak) did not grow when each of these solutions was extrapo- 
lated into the next two passes of data. Solutions obtained 
using ten passes of data have almost identical error distribu- 
tions as those of the two-pass solutions. Both the fit and 
prediction qualities of OLEP solutions indicate that the approxi- 
mations used are a good representation of the non-central pertur- 
bations experienced in lunar orbit. A comparison between L-1 
and OLEP two pass predictions shows the L-1 Doppler errors 
are about 2.5 times larger. 
The overall results of processing tracking data show 
OLEP to be effective for lunar navigation and orbit prediction. 
This concept shows potential for application to later Apollo 
missions and to deep space missions involving planets of unknown 
gravity fields. 




The rectangular state components (z, Z) can be 
obtained from the low-eccentricity elements by first finding 
the corresponding Kepler elements: 
-1 es 
w = tan - 
ec 
and 
Knowing the standard Kepler elements (a, e, it R, w, E), 
the rectangular state components are then given as follows: 
- 
Z = [R] q 
where the entries to the R matrix are: 
r = cos R cos w - sin R cos I sin w 11 
r = -cos 52 sin o - sin R cos I cos w 12 
r = sin R cos w f cos R cos I sin w 21 
r = -sin R sin w + cos R cos I cos w 22 
r23 = -cos R sin I 
r 3 1  =. sin I sin w 
r = COS I 33  
BELLCOMM, I(NC, 
and : 
For t he  ve loc i ty :  
- - - 
az  az az  a Z  The de r iva t i ve s  - t - ~t nt and - are  given i n  
aes aece  am 
Appendix 111. The terms es, ecf  6, i f  and a r e  ana ly t i c a l l y  
obta inable  from the  parameter set being used. 
APPENDIX I1 
A 
The estimated Doppler observable, A, can be computed 
over some counting interval, T seconds, using the following 
set of range equations: 
- - 
where pl, p2,  pj, and p4 are ranges expressed in geocentric 
- 
coordinates, Y is the vehicle position, Ysr and yst are the 
receiving and transmitting station positions, tr is the Doppler 
time (at the end of the counting interval) and is the time the 
signal is received at the receiving station, c is the speed of 
light, and T is the counting interval (see Figure 1A). 
The equations for the four ranges can be solved in 
an iterative manner. The estimated observable can then be 
found as follows: 
A 
where A is expressed in units of length per time. This value 
A 
T P4 
- - - -  of A is valid at t = tr 
C * 
APPENDIX I11 
I. PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE OBSERVABLE WITH RESPECT TO 
SELENOCENTRIC STATE 
The p a r t i a l  d e r i v a t i v e s  of t h e  observable ( i n  f p s )  
with r e spec t  t o  t h e  se lenocen t r i c  pos i t ion  and v e l o c i t y  a r e  
used as  t h e  following approximate forms: 5 
I n  these  equations:  
and : 
These equations are valid for the time, 
11. PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE SELENOCENTRIC STATE WITH 
RESPECT TO THE SPECIAL SELENOCENTRIC STATE 
The partial derivatives of the selenocentric state -.
(5, %) with respect to the special selenocentric state ( 5 ,  Z) 
are as follows: 
I 
-= cos SZ az, 
axl A A 
- -  - sin D cos I 
az2 
I - 
- - sin D cos I 
az3 
L - 
-- sin Sl 
az 7 
ax2  A A 
- -  - -cos R sin I 
az2 
ax3 ,. 
- -  - cos I 
az2 
- 
The transformation s. is identical to that of the position 
components above. 82 
111. THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE SPECIAL SELENOCENTRIC 
STATE WITH RESPECT TO THE LOW ECCENTRICITY ELEMENTS 
The partial derivatives of the special selenocentric 
- 
state ( Z ,  Z) with respect to the low eccentricity elements 
{a, es, ec, I Q, m} are as follows: 
a2 - e e - 
- -  
- 1 
2 sin 4 + es - 
c s E  I z aes 1 - e I + -  
2 
where: n = /!j, p = a (1 - e 1 ,  4 = w + E, e = e sin E, and sE 
e = e cos E 
cE 
a2 - e e 
- -  
- 1 ices 4 + ec + 
aec 1 - e l + -  
sE l i  




1 + m  
I z3  s i n  
+ 1 s i n  (p - ec e s ~  2 ) d 1 - e  l+K7 
1 + 2 cos (p 4- 1 - e  I +  K-2 
i3 s i n  n 
-i3 cos n 
( iz cos Q -  ii s i n  n 
IV. PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE LOW-ECCENTRICITY ELEMENTS WITH 
RESPECT TO THE PARAMETERS 
For the case of a low-eccentricity element, sk, which 
is represented by a constant, linear or quadratic function 
(egg.) 
The required partial derivatives are: 
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FIGURE 3 - DOPPLER RESIDUALS FROM MULTI-PASS SOLUTIONS 
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FIGURE 4 - DOPPLER RESIDUALS FROM ONE PASS SOLUTIONS 
AND PREDICTIONS USING b! GRAVITY FIELD 
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